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I. PREPARATION OF THE MANUSCRIPT

1) The abstract must not exceed 350 words, and in most cases should be substantially shorter. The abstract should contain:

   1. statement of the problem
   2. procedure or methods
   3. results
   4. conclusions
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## II. FORMAT

A thesis or dissertation ordinarily has three main parts: the preliminaries, the text, and the reference matter.

1) The Preliminaries:

a) Title Page should conform to the sample title page appended *(ALL SIGNATURES IN BLACK or BLUE INK PLEASE)*, *followed by a blank page.*
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b) Abstract *(must not exceed 350 words)*

c) Preface, including acknowledgments

d) Table of Contents, with page references

e) List of Tables, with titles and page references

f) List of illustrations, with titles and page references

2) The Text

a) Introduction

b) Main body, with the larger divisions and more important minor divisions indicated by suitable headings.
3a) Appendices

3b) References – please leave a space between each reference.

4) Page Numbering

Each page in a dissertation, except the blank page following the title page, should be assigned a number.
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